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About the Cover
High temperature PMI foam supplied by Evonik Foams for an Airbus A380 aft pressure bulkhead rib design (left) provides needed stiffness. The display of numerous Aluminum and composite honeycomb core materials (right) courtesy of Hexcel demonstrates wide variety of core types.
Vacuum-Bag-Only Prepreg Processing of Honeycomb Structures: From Lab-Scale Experiments to an Aircraft Demonstrator

J. Kratz¹, M. Genest², M. Preau¹ and P Hubert¹

¹Department of Mechanical Engineering, McGill University, Montreal Quebec, Canada
²National Research Council Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Abstract

An aircraft demonstrator was manufactured using out-of-autoclave prepreg and vacuum-bag-only processing techniques. The demonstrator featured flat, double-curvature, joggles, abrupt geometry changes, and honeycomb inserts. The scientific literature was used to assess and mitigate the processing risks for this demonstrator. Low through-thickness gas permeability and ply-bridging in small radii corners were thought to be the most significant risks. The through-thickness permeability of the target material was undetectable, therefore spiking was used to increase gas evacuation. Unfortunately, the available mould had small radii that could not be increased, as a result ply bridging was observed in these corners.

Miniature pressure sensors were successfully embedded in the demonstrator to monitor the honeycomb core pressure throughout the lay-up, including intermittent de-bulking, the pre-cure vacuum hold, and the elevated temperature cure. The sensors identified two insightful process phenomena: 1) gas evacuation increased with additional plies, and 2) non-uniform pressure response was observed in the part during cure. Visible part quality was acceptable, excluding small radii geometrical features. Internal part quality (voidage) was estimated using pulsed infrared thermography non-destructive-evaluation. While void contents are not exact, the thermography revealed local voidage can vary significantly over the part.

Processing and Performance of Out-of-Autoclave Bismaleimide Composite Sandwich Structures

S. Anandan, G. S. Dhaliwal and K. Chandrashekarha

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Missouri University of Science and Technology, Rolla, MO
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Boeing Research & Technology, St. Louis, MO
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Abstract

Composite sandwich structures offer several advantages over conventional structural materials such as lightweight, high bending and torsional stiffness, superior thermal insulation and excellent acoustic damping. In the aerospace industry, sandwich composites are commonly manufactured using the autoclave process which is associated with high operating cost. Out-of-autoclave (OOA) manufacturing has been shown to be capable of producing low cost and high performance composites. Unlike the autoclave process, OOA processing avoids the issue of core-crushing due to high pressure. However, Bismaleimide (BMI) prepregs require high cure and post-cure temperatures which can lead to high internal core pressures, core-to-facesheet disbonding and voids. In the current work, OOA sandwich composite panels are manufactured using aluminum honeycomb core, BMI adhesive film and carbon/BMI prepregs. Two vacuum levels were used during OOA processing, full vacuum (100 kPa) and partial vacuum (80 kPa). Adhesive bond quality was evaluated using flatwise tensile and fracture toughness tests. Mechanical performance was evaluated using edgewise compression. It was observed that vacuum level variation during processing had no significant effect on mechanical properties of manufactured laminates. Tests are performed at room temperature and 177°C (350°F). All manufactured laminates exhibited room temperature flatwise tensile strengths comparable to those of aerospace grade epoxy adhesives. Sandwich mechanical properties reduced when test temperature was increased.
Silk for Light-Weight Syntactic Foams and Tough Textile Composites

D. U. Shah¹, ², F. Vollrath¹
¹University of Oxford, Dept. of Zoology, Oxford, UK
²Present Address: University of Cambridge, Dept. of Architecture, Cambridge, UK

Abstract
Growing interest in bio-based materials has powered the recent industrial uptake of plant fibre reinforced plastics. In contrast, nature’s wonder-fibre silk has had no commercial applications and only limited scientific investigations as a composite reinforcement. In addressing the question ‘are silks suitable as polymer reinforcements?’, we explored two routes to silk composites: i) syntactic foams, where silk cocoons were employed as natural, macroballoon, particulate reinforcements in a bio-based polyurethane foam, and ii) laminate composites, where nonwoven mats and woven textiles of silk were fibre reinforcements in an epoxy matrix.

In the syntactic foams, cocoons were effective volume-occupying, structural fillers; the cocoons replaced 60–90 wt% (40–70 v%) of the polymer foam, and yet a marked increase in compressive properties was observed. Notably, the cocoon reinforced foams were useful hybrids between honeycomb structures (that are anisotropic, but difficult to form into complex shapes) and foams (easy to form, but are isotropic).

As a fibre reinforcement, silk was a superior alternative to flax, and a potential sustainable option against glass, in appropriate applications, viz. i) light-weight, impact-critical components, such as high-performance helmets and drones, and ii) light-weight, flexural stiffness- or strength-critical components, such as construction beams, automotive load-floors, and sporting equipment.
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Your Authorized Connection to

1-888-535-1810
sales@pccomposites.com • PCComposites.com
BGF weaves innovation into every fabric design to create distinctive materials for engineered composite solutions. For over 50 years, we have provided unique finishes, strong bonding chemistries and advanced materials for aerospace, marine, automotive and infrastructure applications. If you can imagine it, we can engineer the precise fiber matrix to make it happen. Find out what BGF can do for you by visiting BGF.com.
We Make Composites Work
The Industry Leader in Prepreg Formatting

Web Industries and CAD Cut are experts at formatting composites for fabricators. Our PrecisionSlit technologies set the industry standards for aerospace slit tape, and our outsource ply cutting & kitting services offer efficient solutions for hand lay-up. Whether you use thermosets or thermoplastics, why trust your composites to anyone else?

Visit us at Booth 129 during SAMPE 2016.

© 2016 Web Industries, Inc. All rights reserved.
Neither birds, nor bees, nor runway debris are a match for ROHACELL® HERO.

Composite parts with ROHACELL® HERO foam cores can withstand high impact damage events, like bird strikes, hail or runway debris, and still maintain the structural integrity required for affected aircraft components. Bird strike impact testing confirms ROHACELL® HERO sandwich parts deliver the needed robustness – plus low finished part weight and potential cost savings too! Learn more at www.rohacell.com
Hot Melt Prepreg Machinery

At Litzler, we are Driven by Right. The Right choice for every customer around the globe.

- Nip and S-Wrap Configurations
- S-Wrap Increases Production Speeds up to 100 fpm (30 mpm)
- Hot Melt Three Roll Reverse Roll Filmers
- SingleTow Drum Winders
- Fiber Unwind Creels
- 12” (300 mm) Pilot Machines
- Production Machines up to 60” (1525 mm)
- Thermoplastic and Solution Prepreg Machines also Available

C. A. Litzler Co., Inc. • 4800W. 160th Street • Cleveland, OH 44135 USA
216-267-8020 • Fax: 216-267-9856 • sales@calitzler.com • www.calitzler.com • Litzler Shanghai 021-54249130

Looking For New Ideas?
Servicing the Composites Industry with unique reactive silicone building blocks and fiber wetting agents

Your Technology - Siltech Chemistry

Innovative and Customized Products
Optimum Performance
Excellent Customer Service

Siltech Corporation
225 Wicksteed Avenue; Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4H 1G5
Tel: (416) 424-4567; Fax: (416) 424-3158
www.siltech.com

DOING BUSINESS SINCE 1981
With over 4,000 hot bonders delivered to over 800 customers, over 3,000 are still in service.

HEATCON
COMPOSITE SYSTEMS

Dual Zone HCS9200B Rev-16
The Acknowledged Industry Standard

For over 30 years, HEATCON Composite Systems has been at the forefront in supporting advanced composite repair and manufacturing. We achieve thermal uniformity through Heat and Control.

To find out more visit www.heatcon.com or email info@heatcon.com

Contact Heatcon for hot bonders, heat blankets, and materials Authorized Distributor for 3M and Hexcel

600 Andover Park East Seattle, WA 98188 | P: 206.575.1333 | F: 206.575.0856
info@heatcon.com | www.heatcon.com

WichiTech's Composite Repair Equipment—THE Industry's Work Horse in the Repair Shop

DISCOVER For Yourself Why The World's LARGEST AIRLINES Demand WichiTech Quality. The HB-1 and HB-2 Hot Bonders and the RD³ Tap Hammer—Powerful, Reliable, Simple and Safe. “Clearly Superior!”

WichiTech

CALL US FOR A PERSONAL DEMO:
WichiTech Industries, Inc.
(800) 776-4277 • www.wichi-tech.com
410/244-1966 • FAX 410/244-1968
1120 N. Charles Street • Suite 103
Baltimore, Maryland 21201 USA

Get the Power of Partnership. Composites One

Choose from the broadest, deepest line of high performance products from the industry's top suppliers.

When you partner with Composites One, you'll work with a dedicated team of PEOPLE, from Advanced Composites sales specialists and technical market managers who understand the challenges you face, to regional customer service reps and local support teams at over 35 North American distribution centers, including those with onsite prepreg freezer storage. You'll gain access to the industry's broadest range of high performance PRODUCTS, learn about innovative PROCESSES that can help your business grow, and get the PERFORMANCE you should expect from the nation's leading advanced composites distributor.

That's the power of Partnership. The Power of One – Composites One.

COMPOSITES ONE®

800.621.8003 | www.compositesone.com | www.b2bcomposites.com

Find out more at Compositesone.com/prepregfreezer.
Go stronger, lighter, smarter

Imagine it. Then let us help you build it. With our vast range of Divinycell structural foam core solutions we can realize your wildest construction dreams while meeting the specific demands of your application. Together, we can create innovative, reliable and cost-efficient solutions with a small footprint.

A wide range of markets, including aerospace, marine, transport, wind energy, construction and many other industries, already benefits from our structural foam core solutions. The successful combination of durable materials for the most demanding applications and our renowned technical services allow us to make your products stronger, lighter and smarter.

Find the ideal Divinycell solution for your application at diabgroup.com
Stay light. And strong.

Up to 20% reduced weight, up to 50% installed panel savings, lowered life-cycle cost, high-temperature thermoplastic, design freedom for ideal aerodynamic lines, shortened lead times, regulatory requirements fulfilled, sustainability taken into account, proven reliable transparency in radomes, superior delamination resistance...

We could go on forever listing the advantages of our Divinycell structural foam core solutions, but we will shorten it to this: Your products will be so light that you can simultaneously increase your payload and decrease your cost. Fulfill your design dreams and make your products stronger, lighter and smarter.

We are looking forward to meeting you in booth J42.
Over 50 years of Advanced Composites & FRP Composites experience

Expert Witness, Litigation, Insurance and Patent Review Support:
➢ Composite materials and processing technologies
➢ Advanced composites and FRP composites
➢ Failure investigation and process deficiencies
➢ Pressure vessels, pipe and fittings, tanks
➢ Sports/recreational products (bikes, arrows, etc.)
➢ Composites product liability failures

Manufacturing, Processing, Design, Analysis Support:
➢ Consulting and fabrication support services
➢ Plant definition, equipment assessment and plant setup
➢ Filament winding and fiber placement technologies
➢ Resin infusion technologies (RTM, VARTM, RFI, & variations)
➢ Hand lay-up, vacuum bagging and contact molding
➢ Tooling design support and prototyping
➢ CNG, NGV, LPG, SCBA and other pressure vessels
➢ Underground/above ground tanks, pipes, fittings
➢ Infrastructure and sports & recreation products
➢ Damage assessment, protection and failure investigation

Over 550 technical publications, presentations and reports

Training Services:
In-plant courses, tutorials, seminars, workshops, training manuals, and plant documents

BTG Composites Inc.
Dr. Scott W. Beckwith
4956 S. Jordan Canal Road, Taylorsville, UT 84129
Phone: +1 801-262-8307 Mobile: +1 801-232-5407
www.BTG-Composites.com Email: swbeckwith@aol.com

For Autoclave, Oven, Press, and Room-Temp Processing of Composite Parts and Laminates of All Types

ELASTOMERIC VACUUM & PRESSURE TOOLS

VACUUM BAGGING HARDWARE

➢ T-7 elastomeric vacuum tools ➢ Envelope bags ➢ Inflatables ➢ Vacuum hoses
➢ Vacuum probes ➢ Quick-connects ➢ Silicone and Viton™ sheet, cured and uncured
➢ Silicone seals and extrusions, stock and custom ➢ Leak detectors ➢ Vacuum pumps

“Advanced” Composite Solutions... Delivered Daily.

Our large inventory and short lead times on Prepregs make us the choice supplier to the Composites Industry.

We specialize in small quantity prepreg orders.

Contact us today to discuss your particular application.

Unique Polyamide

- High Modulus and Strength
- Easy Molding
- Water Resistance
- Good Surface Appearance

MITSUBISHI GAS CHEMICAL AMERICA
www.mgc-a.com
composite@mgc-a.com
**Benefits:**

- Extremely durable for long life.
- Less susceptible to damage due to outer steel armor jacket.
- No organic components to break down.
- One hose for room temperature to 900°F (482°C).
- Flexible by design for ease of use and storage.
- 90 degree end fittings and custom lengths available.

---

**PRESENTS:**

**BBH 1080 Autoclave Hose**

The BEST vacuum hose on the market; the only hose you need in your autoclave!

**AIRTECH ADVANCED MATERIALS GROUP**

**AIRTECH INTERNATIONAL INC.**

www.airtechonline.com

**AIRTECH EUROPE Sarl**

www.airtech.lu

**TYGAVAC ADVANCED MATERIALS LTD**

www.tygavac.co.uk

**AIRTECH ASIA LTD**

www.airtech.asia

**More than a manufacturer... A technical partner!**
Producer of high quality, **AFFORDABLE** carbon nanofibers.  
Pyrograf Products, Inc.  
Cedarville, Ohio • 937-766-2020 x137  
pdlake@apsci.com • www.pyrografproducts.com

HONEYCOMB  
Raw Material, Machined Parts, Bonded Assemblies  
Chip Bay  
Ph. 817-649-7056  Fax 817-649-3154  
http://www.texasalmet.com

Global Leader in High Temp Materials  
- Polyimides  - Bismaleimides  
- Cyanate Esters  - Epoxies

Prepregs • Adhesives • Resins  
www.renegadematerials.com  
937-350-5274

“Unbridled Innovation”
CORRECTED LOADING SHEAR
FIXTURE NO. WTF-NR-(CLS)
V-NOTCHED RAIL SHEAR
FIXTURE NO. WTF-NR
ASTM D 7078

DR. DANIEL ADAMS, VICE-PRESIDENT
STANDS BEHIND THE FIXTURES HE DEVELOPED...
AND EVERY FIXTURE WE SELL.

Expert consultation with
Dr. Don and Dr. Dan

Wyoming
Test
Fixtures
INC.

Dr. Donald F. Adams
President
50 years of
Composite Testing Experience

2960 E. Millcreek Canyon Road
Salt Lake City, UT 84109
Phone (801) 484.5055
Fax (801) 484.6008
email: wtf@wyomingtestfixtures.com
www.wyomingtestfixtures.com

• Over 40 fixtures in stock, ready to
  be shipped.
• Email or call today
to discuss your
  fixture and custom
design needs.
Matec Instrument Companies

Ultrasonic C-Scan Inspection Systems for your High Performance Materials

Complete Ultrasonic Integration
- Immersion tanks
- System upgrades
- Gantries

56 Hudson Street, Northborough, MA 01532
508-351-3423
www.matec.com Email: sales@matec.com

MACHINING & TESTING OF ADVANCED COMPOSITE MATERIALS

Comprehensive Testing Expertise
- Mechanical
- Physical
- Thermal
- Environmental
- Fatigue

MMC, CMC, & PMC Experience

Email: info@cintestlabs.com
www.cintestlabs.com
1775 Carillon Blvd., Cincinnati, Ohio 45240
Phone: 800/811-9220 • Fax: 513/851-3336
**Resource Center**
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### We specialize in dust collection solutions for advanced materials processing.
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**Advanced Products Group**

**Bally Ribbon Mills**

Woven and braided 2D and 3D structures, complex shapes, contour and polar structures and multi-dimensional engineered materials.

Contact Leon Bryn

Phone: 610-845-2211 ext 3053 Fax: 610-845-6013

West Coast 310-277-0748 • www.ballyribbon.com

E-Mail: LeonBryn@ballyribbon.com

Bally Ribbon Mills

23 N. 7th Street • Bally, PA 19503 U.S.A.

ISO-9001 & AS-9100
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**Coast-Line International**

**Your One Stop Tech Shop**

Woven Cloth & Prepreg, Film Adhesives, Sealants, Core Splice, Potting Compound, Hot Bonders, Vacuum Bag & Release Film, Breath, Tooling Materials, Connections, Vacuum Pumps, Infusion Resins, Core Material, Specialty Tapes, Penetrants, Clean Room Consumables

Stocking Locations in NY, GA, MA with Same Day Shipping

Ph: 631-226-0500 - Fax: 631-226-5190

email@coast-lineintl.com - www.coast-lineintl.com

---

**Concordia Composites**

Blended Continuous Filament Thermoplastic and Reinforcement Fibers for Composites

Markets Served

Aerospace, Automotive, Oil/Gas, Sporting Goods

Contact Randy Spencer at 401-828-1100 ext 111 or rspencer@concordiafibers.com

www.concordiafibers.com

---

**David L. Young**

**ADHESIVE PREPREGS FOR COMPOSITE MANUFACTURERS**

P.O. Box 264 1366 Norwich Rd.

Plainfield, CT. 06374

PH. 860-564-7817, FAX 860-564-1535

dyoung@prepregs.com

www.prepregs.com
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**Cincinnati Testing Laboratories**

MACHINING & TESTING OF ADVANCED COMPOSITE MATERIALS

- Comprehensive Testing Expertise
  - Mechanical • Physical • Thermal
  - Environmental • Fatigue
  - MMC, CMC, & PMC Experience

Email: info@cintestlabs.com

www.cintestlabs.com

1775 Carillon Blvd., Cincinnati, Ohio 45240

Phone: 800/811-9220 • Fax: 513/851-3336

---

**Composite Polymer Design**

Epoxy and Polyurethane Thermoset Resin Systems

- Service Temperatures Up to 700°F
- Custom Formulations
- Manufacturing Expertise

Manufactured by:

Ph: (800) 755-8588, Fax: (651) 451-9728

So. St. Paul, MN 55075

www.eposi.com, info@eposi.com

---

**COMPOSITE & WIRE MACHINERY, INC.**

NEW & REBUILT BRAIDING MACHINE SPECIALISTS

25 Years Experience with N.E. Butt/Wardwell

Jack Denneh - President

490 Old Baptist Road, North Kingstown, RI 02852

PHONE (401) 884-4760 • FAX (401) 885-2499
Mold production for composite part fabrication has played an increasing important role at Apex since 1986. Today, we specialize in designing and constructing precision, multi-piece molds for demanding military and commercial aircraft applications—particularly highly detailed, complex parts. Having a team of professionally seasoned tool designers and toolmakers intimately familiar with the materials used in composite structures systems makes us a resource of choice to the industry.

Visit our web site at edactechnologies.com

Contact Dave Derynoski
dderynoski@edactechnologies.com • 203-806-6818

www.forcomposites.com

Composites Industry Recruiting & Placement

Composites Sources
Phone (225) 273-4001, Fax (225) 275-5807
P.O. Box 40086, Baton Rouge, LA 70835
E-mail: contact@forcomposites.com

Engineered Solutions
5 McKee Pl.
Cheshire Ct. 06410
203-806-2090 • 203-250-3870 fax
Mold production for composite part fabrication has played an increasing important role at Apex since 1986. Today, we specialize in designing and constructing precision, multi-piece molds for demanding military and commercial aircraft applications—particularly highly detailed, complex parts. Having a team of professionally seasoned tool designers and toolmakers intimately familiar with the materials used in composite structures systems makes us a resource of choice to the industry.

Visit our web site at edactechnologies.com
Contact Dave Derynoski
dderynoski@edactechnologies.com • 203-806-6818

Element Materials Technology
1857 Business Center Drive
Duarte, CA 91010
USA
element.com

Reach out to 22,000+ people by advertising in the SAMPE monthly E-Newsletter.

Primary Sponsor $1000.00 = 2 consecutive issues
Place your company logo, photo, url and up to a 100 word description of your company and product.

Additional Sponsor $500.00 = 2 consecutive issues
Logo/URL
Contact Patty Hunt
+1 805.657.6571 • sampeads@aol.com
Can your electrically conductive adhesive withstand the cold?

ONE PART EPOXY SUPREME 10HTS

- Excellent electrical conductivity
- High physical strength
- Cryogenically serviceable
- NASA low outgassing
- Easily dispensed
- Silver filled
- From 4K to 400°F

Master Bond®
Adhesives | Sealants | Coatings

Hackensack, NJ 07601 USA
+1.201.343.8983 • main@masterbond.com

www.masterbond.com

National Aerospace Supply Company
Vacuum Bagging Support Materials
Precut Bagging Kits Available
33155 Camino Capistrano Unit C
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675

Phone (949) 240-6353 Fax (949) 248-5655
www.NationalAerospace.com

Partnerships succeed that have a shared vision.
Partnerships create new opportunities not available to any sole group.

SAMPE’s Corporate Partners help fund:
- Bridge Building Contests
- Faculty Advisor Meetings
- Student Chapter Grants
- Student Exchange Programs

Become a SAMPE Corporate Partner today!
Contact Patty Hunt: sampeads@aol.com
PTFE Release Agents for Composites

PTFE Release Agents provide a superior release for composite molding and fabrication. These products are designed to give multiple releases between applications. They have no discernible transfer, no migration and contain no silicones. We offer a complete line of EPON™ epoxy resins/curing agents as well as chillers for composite forming.

800 992-2424 or 203 743-4447
Miller-Stephenson Chemical Company, Inc.
e-mail: supportSAM@mschem.com
www.miller-stephenson.com

PMIC
SPECIALISTS IN PRECISION MATERIALS TESTING

WHAT KIND OF TESTING?
- Precision Thermal Expansion
- Thermal Conductivity
- Moisture Expansion
- Specific Heat
- Thermal Cycling
- Mechanical, Creep, Microyield

WHAT KIND OF MATERIALS?
- Carbon fiber products, metals, ceramics, polymers, foams, adhesives, electronic assemblies

WHAT TEMPERATURE RANGE?
- 20K to over 1,600°C

WHO DO WE SERVE?
PMIC provides testing services to companies worldwide

WHY TEST AT PMIC?
- Cost effective precision testing
- Independent, ISO Accredited, Testing Laboratory
- Absolute confidentiality
- Data and specimen archiving
- Test plan design
- Expert analysis of test results

www.pmiclab.com • 541.753.0607

NDTS
NDT SOLUTIONS INC

MAUS® V
Automated Inspection System
- Portable C-Scan System
- Easy to Use
- Ultrasonic Array
- Eddy Current
- MVA
- Resonance
- Ultrasound

715.246.0433
www.ndts.com | sales@ndts.com

LAMINATES & HONEYCOMB NDT
Automated Ultrasonic Inspections with C-Scan Capabilities
NADCAP / A2LA / ISO Accredited, FAA Repair Station

Quality Testing Services
St. Louis, Missouri

www.qualitytesting.com
314.770.0607 • gm@qualitytesting.com

POLY-FAIR® T27
Tooling Compound for 5-Axis Routers

www.scottbader-atc.com 800-839-4765

DIGITAL LIBRARY
Thousands of Technical Papers
SAMPE Members access thousands of Technical Papers for FREE
Start your search today.
www.nasampe.org

Now, water-based release systems that are not a compromise.

Chemlease® and Zyvax® water-based release systems are developed to perform as well or better than solvent-based release systems, while providing significant environmental and workplace advantages.
Janicki Industries is a global supplier of composite and metal tools for aerospace, industrial, ship building, wind energy, architecture, military and transportation industries. From space ship parts to wind blades to fish tanks, we work on some of the most exciting new technologies in the world.

Production Parts, Tools & Prototypes

State-of-the-Art Facilities
- Total Space 425,000 ft²
- ISO Cleanroom 9,000 ft²
- High-bay; Overhead Cranes

Certified for Aerospace Parts
- AS9100C
- Nadcap
- BAC

9 Janicki 5-Axis NC Mills
- Large-Scale 100ft X 20ft X 8ft
- High Precision +/- 0.002

Capabilities
- Engineering Services
- Autoclave 12’x50’,
  - 550°F/150psi
- Annealing Furnace
- 1,100 ton press

www.janicki.com
360.856.5143

Imagine endless possibilities...